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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To improve discriminative

characteristics of a display data part having discriminative

priority for the color-challenged person.

SOLUTION: A classifying means 1 for classifying the
classification of display data classifies inputted display data

1 1 into display data 1 2 which are not subjected to color

conversion and display data 13 subjected to color conversion.

A color converter 3 converts a display color which is hard to

discriminate, into a display color which is easy to discriminate

by using the color vision data of a color conversion table 2

about the display data 1 3, having discriminative priority

subjected to color conversion. The display data combining

part 4 combines the display data 12 which are not subjected

to color conversion and display data 1 4 subjected to color

conversion and converts them into video presentation data

1 5 to display them on a color display panel 5.
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* NOTICES *

JPG and ZNPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A colored presentation system comprising:

An indicative-data classification sorting means which inputs an indicative data and classifies it

into an indicative data which does not carry out convert colors, and an indicative data which

carries out convert colors.

Color data conversion which memorizes sense-of-color data defined beforehand.

A convert-colors part which changes into a foreground color which is easy to identify a

foreground color which a user with visual disturbance cannot identify easily in an indicative

data which the above-mentioned indicative-data classification sorting means classified, and

which carries out convert colors using sense-of-color data memorized by the above-mentioned

color data conversion, and outputs a convert-colors finishing indicative data.

A colored presentation panel which displays on a screen video presentation data which an

indicative-data synchronizer which compounds an indicative data which the above-mentioned

indicative-data classification sorting means classified, and which does not carry out convert

colors, and a convert-colors finishing indicative data which the above-mentioned convert-colors

part outputted, and is changed into video presentation data, and the above-mentioned

indicative-data synchronizer changed.

[Claim 2]An indicative-data classification sorting means inputs an indicative data expressed by

a description language. An indicative data of a user interface portion for displaying a label and

a button on a screen of a colored presentation panel, The colored presentation system

according to claim 1 classifying with an indicative data which carries out convert colors, and

classifying an indicative data of an image data portion for displaying a photograph etc. on a

screen of a colored presentation panel with an indicative data which does not carry out convert

colors.
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[Claim 3]The colored presentation system according to claim 2 by which an indicative-data

classification sorting means is characterized by classifying into an indicative data of an image

data portion, or an indicative data of a user interface portion an indicative data which inputted

whether a descriptive content of an indicative data would refer to an external file.

[Claim 4]The colored presentation system according to claim 3 by which an indicative-data

classification sorting means is characterized by classifying an inputted indicative data into an

indicative data of an image data portion, or an indicative data of a user interface portion

according to form of an external file referred to.

[Claim 5]The colored presentation system according to claim 3 classifying an inputted

indicative data into an indicative data of an image data portion, or an indicative data of a user

interface portion according to a color number which an external file which an indicative-data

classification sorting means referred to is using.

[Claim 6]The colored presentation system according to claim 1 classifying into an indicative

data which does not carry out convert colors when an indicative-data classification sorting

means has external illuminance darker than default value, and an indicative data which carries

out convert colors.

[Claim 7]A colored presentation method comprising:

The 1st step that inputs an indicative data and classifies it into an indicative data which does

not carry out convert colors, and an indicative data which carries out convert colors.

The 2nd step that changes a foreground color which a user with visual disturbance cannot

identify easily into a foreground color which is easy to identify, and outputs a convert-colors

finishing indicative data in an indicative data which carries out convert colors.

An indicative data which does not carry out [ above-mentioned ] convert colors.

The 3rd step that compounds the above-mentioned convert-colors finishing indicative data,

and is changed into video presentation data, and the 4th step that displays on a screen video

presentation data which changed [ above-mentioned ].

[Claim 8]A colored presentation method according to claim 7 characterized by performing the

1st step when external illuminance is darker than default value.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPG and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely,

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the lnvention]This invention relates to the colored presentation system and the

colored presentation method for sense-of-color disabled persons.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]ln recent years, in personal digital assistant devices, such as a

portable telephone and a Personal Digital Assistant, colored presentation panels, such as a

color liquid crystal display, are used instead of old black and white or the display panel of a

gray scale for the purpose of improvement In a user's operativity.

[0003]Since it is statistically determined from the common healthy person's vision

characteristics, it is hard for sense-of-color disabled persons, such as daltonism and color

amblyopia, to identify the hue of these colored presentation panel.

Compared with the display panel of black and white or a gray scale, the technical problem that

operativity fell on the contrary occurred.

[0004]Drawing 10 is the colored presentation system for the conventional sense-of-color

disabled persons indicated by JP,8-16129,A and JP,11-175050,A, and in order to solve an

aforementioned problem, it provides the function to substitute for or change into other

foreground colors the foreground color which a sense-of-color disabled person cannot identify

easily.

[0005]The color data conversion in which 2 memorizes the sense-of-color data defined

beforehand in drawing 10 , and 3, It is a colored presentation panel which the indicative data 1

1

is inputted, and the convert-colors part which performs the convert colors of the indicative data

1 1 using the color data conversion 2, and 5 input the video presentation data 15 outputted

from the convert-colors part 3, and performs a colored presentation.
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[0006]Next, operation is explained. The convert-colors part 3 is substituted for or changed into

the foreground color which is easy to identify the foreground color which a sense-of-color

disabled person cannot identify easily in the inputted indicative data 11 based on the sense-of-

color data nnemorized by the color data conversion 2. And the video presentation data 15

substituted for or changed into the foreground color which is easy to identify is outputted and

displayed on the colored presentation panel 5.

[0007]Thus, the specific foreground color which a sense-of-color disabled person cannot

Identify easily is substituted for or changed into the foreground color which is easy to identify in

the inputted indicative data 1 1 at a meaning irrespective of the operating environment of

display information or this personal digital assistant device.

[0008]There are image data portions, such as user interface portions used as a user's

operation target, such as a button and a menu, a photograph, and a movie, if their eyes are

turned to the contents displayed on a colored presentation panel here, both will be put together

and will usually be displayed on a colored presentation panel at once, but. The demands of a

color conversion process to both differ.

[0009]That is, it is important for the user interface portion used as a user's operation target that

it is easy to identify, and a user with a sense-of-color handicap is urged to perform conversion

to the foreground color which is easy to identify. Hereafter, the indicative data of distinctive

priority of an indicative data with such a demand is called.

[0010]On the other hand, the user who being displayed by a near foreground color is important

for image data portions, such as a photograph, while carrying out the sense of color of thing

usually, and has a sense-of-color handicap is also received, Performing conversion to the

foreground color which is easy to identify is not called for, but it differs in how where thing

appears, and how on the display panel in which conversion and substitution of the foreground

color were performed to be visible conversely, and is inconvenient on the contrary. Hereafter,

the indicative data of reproducibility priority of an indicative data with such a demand is called.

[0011]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]Thus, in order that the colored presentation system

for the conventional sense-of-color disabled persons might change a foreground color

uniformly irrespective of the contents to display, the technical problem that even the indicative

data of reproducibility priority of the indicative-data portion which a user does not desire, for

example, a photograph etc., will be changed occurred.

[0012]The colored presentation system for the conventional sense-of-color disabled persons,

Since it was aimed at deferred type OA equipment, such as a workstation and a personal

computer, it was not taken into consideration about the influence which the operating

environment of devices, such as indoor and the outdoors, has on the distinctiveness of a

display panel, but the technical problem were inapplicable to the personal digital assistant
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device from which an operating environment changes occurred.

[0013]As opposed to the user who was made in order that this invention might solve the above

technical problems, and has a sense-of-color handicap, It aims at obtaining the colored

presentation system and the colored presentation method of changing and displaying on the

foreground color which is easy to identify only the indicative-data portion of distinctive priority

among the display information displayed on a colored presentation panel.

[0014]lt aims at obtaining the colored presentation system changed into the foreground color

which is easy to identify, and the colored presentation method in accordance with the

illumination of an operating environment to a user with a sense-of-color handicap

corresponding to the device which moves and uses the outdoors, such as a personal digital

assistant device, and indoor.

[0015]

[Means for Solving the Problem]A colored presentation system of this invention is

characterized by comprising:

An indicative-data classification sorting means which inputs an indicative data and classifies it

into an indicative data which does not carry out convert colors, and an indicative data which

carries out convert colors.

Color data conversion which memorizes sense-of-color data defined beforehand.

A convert-colors part which changes into a foreground color which is easy to identify a

foreground color which a user with visual disturbance cannot identify easily in an indicative

data which the above-mentioned indicative-data classification sorting means classified, and

which carries out convert colors using sense-of-color data memorized by the above-mentioned

color data conversion, and outputs a convert-colors finishing indicative data.

A colored presentation panel which displays on a screen video presentation data which an

indicative-data synchronizer which compounds an indicative data which the above-mentioned

indicative-data classification sorting means classified, and which does not carry out convert

colors, and a convert-colors finishing indicative data which the above-mentioned convert-colors

part outputted, and is changed into video presentation data, and the above-mentioned

indicative-data synchronizer changed.

[001 6]A colored presentation system concerning this invention an indicative-data classification

sorting means, An indicative data of a user interface portion for inputting an indicative data

expressed by a description language, and displaying a label and a button on a screen of a

colored presentation panel, It classifies with an indicative data which carries out convert colors,

and an indicative data of an image data portion for displaying a photograph etc. on a screen of

a colored presentation panel is classified with an indicative data which does not carry out

convert colors.
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[0017]As for a colored presentation system concerning this invention, an indicative-data

classification sorting nneans classifies into an indicative data of an image data portion, or an

indicative data of a user interface portion an indicative data which inputted whether a

descriptive content of an indicative data would refer to an external file.

[0018]A colored presentation system concerning this invention classifies an inputted indicative

data into an indicative data of an image data portion, or an indicative data of a user interface

portion according to form of an external file which an indicative-data classification sorting

means referred to.

[001 9]A colored presentation system concerning this invention classifies an Inputted indicative

data into an indicative data of an image data portion, or an indicative data of a user interface

portion according to a color number which an external file which an indicative-data

classification sorting means referred to is using.

[0020]When an indicative-data classification sorting means has external illuminance darker

than default value, it classifies a colored presentation system concerning this invention into an

indicative data which does not carry out convert colors, and an indicative data which carries

out convert colors.

[0021]A colored presentation method of this invention is characterized by comprising:

The 1st step that inputs an indicative data and classifies it into an indicative data which does

not carry out convert colors, and an Indicative data which carries out convert colors.

The 2nd step that changes a foreground color which a user with visual disturbance cannot

identify easily into a foreground color which is easy to identify, and outputs a convert-colors

finishing indicative data in an indicative data which carries out convert colors.

An indicative data which does not carry out [ above-mentioned ] convert colors.

The 3rd step that compounds the above-mentioned convert-colors finishing indicative data,

and is changed into video presentation data, and the 4th step that displays on a screen video

presentation data which changed [ above-mentioned ].

[0022]A colored presentation method concerning this invention performs the 1st step, when

external illuminance is darker than default value.

[0023]

[Embodiment of the lnvention]Hereafter, one gestalt of implementation of this invention is

explained.

Embodiment 1. drawing^ 1 is a block diagram showing the composition of the colored

presentation system by this embodiment of the invention 1. In a figure, 1 is an indicative-data

classification classification part which classifies the inputted indicative data 11 into the

indicative data 12 which does not carry out convert colors, and the indicative data 13 which

carries out convert colors. This indicative data 1 1 is stored in the storage parts store (not
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shown) inside a personal digital assistant device, or is downloaded fronn the network which a

personal digital assistant device connects.

[0024J2 is color data conversion which memorizes the sense-of-color data defined beforehand,

and memorizes the table for changing the specific foreground color which constitutes the

inputted indicative data 1 1 and which cannot carry out sense of color easily into another

foreground color which is easier to carry out sense of color. For example, the yellow which is a

foreground color which is easy to carry out sense of color to the purplish red which is a

foreground color which cannot carry out sense of color easily is memorized by the pair. 3 is a

convert-colors part which changes into the foreground color which is easy to identify the

foreground color which a user with a sense-of-color handicap cannot identify easily based on

the color data conversion 2, and outputs the convert-colors finishing Indicative data 14.

[0025]lt is an indicative-data synchronizer which 4 compounds the indicative data 12 which

does not carry out convert colors, and the convert-colors finishing indicative data 14, and is

changed into the video presentation data 15, and 5 is a colored presentation panel which

inputs the video presentation data 15 outputted from the indicative-data synchronizer 4, and

performs a colored presentation.

[0026]ln [ drawing 2 is a figure showing the example of the composition of the indicative data

11 of the HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) file expressed by a description language, and ]

a figure, 21 is a label indication data part for displaying the label "display a message" on the

screen of the colored presentation panel 5, 22 is a photograph indicative-data portion for

displaying a photograph on the screen of the colored presentation panel 5, and 23 is a button

display data part for displaying two buttons on the screen of the colored presentation panel 5.

[0027]The label indication data part 21 and the button display data part 23 are the indicative

datas of distinctive priority in the user interface portion used as a user's operation target here,

and the photograph Indicative-data portion 22 is an indicative data of reproducibility priority in

image data portions, such as a photograph.

[0028]Drawing 3 is a figure showing the example which displayed the indicative data 1 1 shown

in drawing 2 on the colored presentation panel 5. In a figure, 31 is the label text displayed on

the colored presentation panel 5, it is the display specified with the label indication data 21 of

drawing 2 , and 32 is the photograph displayed on the colored presentation panel 5, It is the

display specified by the photograph indicative data 22 of drawing 2 , and 33 is the button

displayed on the colored presentation panel 5, and is the display specified with the button

display data 23 of drawing 2.

[0029]Next, operation is explained. Drawing 4 is a shown figure the bill of material by this

embodiment of the invention 1 , and here, Input the indicative data 1 1 shown In drawing 2
,
and

it is targeted at a user with a red-green sense-of-color handicap, User interface portions, such

as a label required for display operation and a button, carry out convert colors, and give priority
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to distinctiveness, and image data portions, such as a photograph, give priority to

reproducibility, without carrying out convert colors, and explain the case where the display

shown in drawing 3 is obtained.

[0030]Drawing 5 is a flow chart which shows the classification of an indicative data and the

processing of convert colors by this embodiment of the invention 1 . In step ST1 , it goes via the

network etc. to which the storage parts store or personal digital assistant device inside a

personal digital assistant device is connected, The Indicative data 1 1 into which the indicative

data 1 1 of the HTML file which takes the form of the description language shown in drawing 2

was inputted into the indicative-data classification classification part 1 , and the indicative-data

classification classification part 1 was inputted is read. Here, it is read from the upper part of

the list of indicative datas 1 1 which take the form of the description language shown in drawing

2^one by one. That is, the label indication data 21 is read first.

[0031 ]ln step ST2, the indicative-data classification classification part 1 judges whether the

label indication data 21 is referring to external files other than an HTML file. This judgment is

performed by detecting the predetermined tag which needs to refer to external files, such as

img, in an HTML file. Since there is no predetermined tag which refers to external files, such as

img, and the label text displayed directly is specified in the descriptive content of the label

indication data 21, the indicative-data classification classification part 1, The label indication

data 21 judges with it being a user interface portion which is neither a photograph nor a movie,

considers it as the indicative data 13 which carries out the convert colors of the label indication

data 21, and outputs to the convert-colors part 3.

[0032]ln step ST3, in step ST4, the convert-colors part 3 changes the convert-colors part 3 into

the yellow which is a foreground color which is easy to identify a purplish red portion, when it

judges whether there is any purplish red portion which is a foreground color which the user

who has visual disturbance In the label indication data 21 cannot identify easily and there is a

purplish red portion. At this time, the convert-colors part 3 acquires the yellow which is a

foreground color which is easy to discriminate from the purplish red portion which is a

foreground color which is the target of convert colors, and which is hard to identify from the

color data conversion 2. In the above-mentioned step ST3, when there Is no purplish red

portion, it shifts to step ST5.

[0033]ln step ST5, in step ST6, the convert-colors part 3 changes the convert-colors part 3 into

the blue which is a foreground color which is easy to identify a green portion, when it judges

whether there is any green portion which is a foreground color which the user who has visual

disturbance in the label indication data 21 similarly cannot identify easily and there is a green

portion. At this time, the convert-colors part 3 acquires the blue which is a foreground color

which is easy to discriminate from the green portion which is a foreground color which is the

target of convert colors, and which is hard to identify from the color data conversion 2. In the
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above-mentioned step ST5, when there is no green portion, it shifts to step ST7. The convert-

colors part 3 outputs the label indication data 21 which ended processing of the above-

mentioned steps ST3-ST6 to the indicative-data synchronizer 4 as the convert-colors finishing

indicative data 14.

[0034]ln step ST7, it is judged whether the classification of all the indicative datas 1 1 and

convert colors are completed. In the example of the indicative data 1 1 shown in drawing 2
,

since it has not ended yet, it returns to step ST1 , and the indicative-data classification

classification part 1 reads the following photograph indicative data 22.

[0035]ln step ST2, the indicative-data classification classification part 1 judges whether the

photograph indicative data 22 is referring to the external file. In the descriptive content of the

photograph indicative data 22, since the tag of img is referring external file colorpict.jpg, in step

ST8, the indicative-data classification classification part 1 opens external file colorpict.jpg.

[0036]ln step ST9, the indicative-data classification classification part 1 judges whether the file

format of an external file is photograph form. In this example, since the indicative-data

classification classification part 1 is a JPEG form generally used for a photograph, it judges

with it being photograph form, considers it as the indicative data 12 which does not carry out

the convert colors of the photograph indicative data 22, is outputted to the indicative-data

synchronizer 4, and shifts to step ST7.

[0037]When the file format of an external file judges with it not being photograph form

temporarily by the above-mentioned step ST9, in step ST10, the indicative-data classification

classification part 1 performs that judgment whose file format of an external file is movie form.

Shift to step ST7, without performing a color conversion process, when it is movie form, and

when it is not movie form, It is judged with the read data not being an indicative data of

reproducibility priority of a photograph, a movie, etc., and the convert-colors part 3 is changed

into the foreground color which is easy to identify the foreground color which is used, and

which is hard to identify by the above-mentioned steps ST3-ST6.

[0038]ln step ST7, it is judged whether the classification of all the indicative datas 1 1 and

convert colors are completed. In the example of the indicative data 1 1 shown in drawing 2 ,

since it has not ended yet, it returns to step ST1 , and the indicative-data classification

classification part 1 reads the following button display data 23.

[0039]ln step ST2, the indicative-data classification classification part 1 judges whether the

button display data 23 is referring to the external file. In the descriptive content of the button

display data 23, since there is no predetermined tag which refers to external files, such as img,

it judges with it being a user interface portion, it is considered as the indicative data 13 which

carries out the convert colors of the button display data 23, and outputs to the convert-colors

part 3. In Steps ST3-ST6, the convert-colors part 3 performs convert colors like the label

indication data 21, and outputs the button display data 23 to the indicative-data synchronizer 4
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as the convert-colors finishing indicative data 14.

[0040]ln step ST7, when the classification of the indicative data 1 1 and the conversion process

are completed, a series of processings shown in drawing 5 are ended.

[0041 ]And the photograph indicative data 22 which is the indicative data 12 to which the

indicative-data synchronizer 4 was outputted from the indicative-data classification

classification part 1, and which does not carry out convert colors, The label Indication data 21

and the button display data 23 which are the convert-colors finishing Indicative datas 14

outputted from the convert-cotors part 3 are compounded, and it changes Into the video

presentation data 15. The colored presentation panel 5 inputs the video presentation data 15

outputted from the indicative-data synchronizer 4, and the colored presentation shown In

drawing 3 is performed.

[0042]As mentioned above, according to this Embodiment 1, by classification of the indicative

data 1 1 , since it is made to carry out a color conversion process, the distinctiveness of a

display required for operation is raised, and the effect that it can display without affecting the

display of the image data than to which greater importance is attached to reproducibility is

acquired.

[0043]Since according to this Embodiment 1 distinctiveness chooses only a required portion

and convert colors are carried out, Since the sorting processing of an indicative data is simple

processing compared with a color conversion process as compared with the case where the

convert colors of all the indicative datas 1 1 are carried out, the effect that the whole processing

time can be shortened is acquired.

[0044]embodlment 2. - the composition of the colored presentation system by this

Embodiment 2 is the same as drawing 1 of Embodiment 1 . Although it has classified whether it

is considered as the object which carries out convert colors by judging whether the forms of an

external file are indicative datas, such as a photograph and a movie, according to Embodiment

1 , this Embodiment 2 classifies an indicative data by investigating the color number which the

external file is using.

[0045]Next, operation is explained. Drawing 6 is a flow chart which shows the classification of

an indicative data and the processing of convert colors by this embodiment of the invention 2.

The processing to Steps ST1-ST8 in drawing 6 Is the same as processing to Steps ST1-ST8

shown in drawing 5 of Embodiment 1

.

[0046]After opening an external file by step ST8 of drawing 6 , in step ST21, the indicative-data

classification classification part 1 calculates the color number currently used by the external

file. Generally, in image data, the field which shows the color number currently used for the

header part of a file is prepared.

[0047]ln step ST22, the indicative-data classification classification part 1 judges whether the

color number is over default value. Generally, the user interface portion which as for image
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data portions, such as a photograph and a movie, the color number of 256 or more colors is

used, and starts display operation on the other hand comprises 16 or less colors in many

cases. Then, the external file which judges with the external files which are using the color

number which makes default value 256 colors here and exceeds 256 colors being image data

portions, such as a photograph and a movie, and is using the color number of 256 or less

colors judges with the user interface portion concerning display operation.

[0048]When the external file is using the color number exceeding 256 colors as a result of the

judgment of above-mentioned step ST22, the indicative-data classification classification part 1

considers it as the indicative data 12 which does not carry out the convert colors of the read

indicative-data portion, is outputted to the indicative-data synchronizer 4, and shifts to step

ST7.

[0049]When the external file is using the color number of 256 or less colors as a result of the

judgment of above-mentioned step ST22, the indicative-data classification classification part 1

considers it as the indicative data 13 which carries out the convert colors of the read indicative-

data portion, and is outputted to the convert-colors part 3. The convert-colors part 3 performs

convert colors in Steps ST3-ST6, and outputs them to the indicative-data synchronizer 4 as the

convert-colors finishing indicative data 14. About processing of the subsequent indicative-data

synchronizer 4 and the colored presentation panel 5, it is the same as Embodiment 1.

[0050]As mentioned above, according to this Embodiment 2, by classification of the indicative

data 1 1 , since it is made to carry out a color conversion process, the distinctiveness of a

display required for operation is raised, and the effect that it can display without affecting the

display of the image data than to which greater importance is attached to reproducibility is

acquired.

[0051]Since according to this Embodiment 2 distinctiveness chooses only a required portion

and convert colors are carried out, Since the sorting processing of an indicative data is simple

processing compared with a color conversion process as compared with the case where the

convert colors of all the indicative datas 1 1 are carried out, the effect that the whole processing

time can be shortened is acquired.

[0052]Embodiment 3. drawing 7 is a block diagram showing the composition of the colored

presentation system by this embodiment of the invention 3, and 6 is a camera which is

connected to this personal digital assistant device, and measures the illumination of the

service space of this personal digital assistant device in a figure. Other composition is

equivalent to the composition shown in drawing 1 of Embodiment 1. This embodiment judges

whether convert colors are carried out with the luminosity of the service space of not only the

classification of an indicative data but a personal digital assistant device.

[0053]Next, operation is explained. Drawing 8 is a figure showing the bill of material by this

embodiment of the invention 3. In recent years, the high-reflective-liquid-crystal panel mostly
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adopted as the colored presentation panel 5 of a personal digital assistant device has the

characteristic displayed more skillfully at a bright place. Therefore, as shown in drawing 8 here,

even if it is a user interface portion over which priority is given to distinctiveness, when being

used at the bright place. It assumes that it is that from which sufficient distinctiveness is

acquired, without carrying out convert colors, only when used at the dark place, convert colors

shall be carried out, and the foreground color which Is easy to identify shall be used.

[0054]Drawing 9 is a flow chart which shows the classification of an indicative data and the

processing of convert colors by this embodiment of the invention 3. In step ST31 , the

indicative-data classification classification part 1 acquires the external illuminance in the

operating environment of a personal digital assistant device from the camera 6.

[0055]ln step ST32, the indicative-data classification classification part 1 measures the

acquired external illuminance with the default value LXa set up beforehand. Here, from the

characteristic of the colored presentation panel 5 which is a threshold of the luminosity from

which it becomes difficult for a user to discriminate the foreground color on the colored

presentation panel 5, and is used, or a user's vision characteristics, the default value LXa is

calculated statistically and set up beforehand.

[0056]When the acquired external illuminance is brighter than the default value LXa as a result

of the judgment of above-mentioned step ST32, the classification of the indicative data based

on the indicative-data classification classification part 1 and the color conversion process by

the convert-colors part 3 end the processing shown in drawing 9 , without carrying out.

[0057]When the acquired external illuminance is darker than the default value LXa as a result

of the judgment of above-mentioned step ST32, processing after step ST1 is performed. The

processing after this step ST1 is the same as the processing shown in drawing 5 of

Embodiment 1.

[0058JAS mentioned above, according to this Embodiment 3, by the luminosity of an operating

environment, and classification of the indicative data 1 1 , since it is made to carry out a color

conversion process. The distinctiveness of a display required for operation is raised, and the

effect that it can display without affecting the display of the image data than to which greater

importance is attached to reproducibility is acquired.

[0059]S!nce according to this Embodiment 3 convert colors are performed according to an

external luminosity only when it is hard to identify the display information of a colored

presentation panel, an unnecessary color conversion process is not performed but the effect

that processing time can be shortened is acquired.

[0060]Although the colored presentation system by Embodiment 3 was explained from the

above-mentioned Embodiment 1 as what is applied to personal digital assistant devices, such

as a portable telephone and a Personal Digital Assistant, it is applicable also to defenred type

OA equipment, such as a workstation and a personal computer.
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[0061]

[Effect of the lnvention]As mentioned above, the indicative-data classification sorting means

which according to this invention inputs an indicative data and classifies it into the indicative

data which does not carry out convert colors, and the indicative data which carries out convert

colors. In the color data conversion which memorizes the sense-of-color data defined

beforehand, and the indicative data which the above-mentioned indicative-data classification

sorting means classified and which carries out convert colors, The convert-colors part which

changes into the foreground color which is easy to identify the foreground color which a user

with visual disturbance cannot identify easily using the sense-of-color data memorized by the

above-mentioned color data conversion, and outputs a convert-colors finishing indicative data,

The indicative data which the above-mentioned indicative-data classification sorting means

classified and which does not carry out convert colors, By having compounded the convert-

colors finishing indicative data which the above-mentioned convert-colors part outputted, and

having had the indicative-data synchronizer changed into video presentation data, and the

colored presentation panel which displays on a screen the video presentation data which the

above-mentioned indicative-data synchronizer changed, The distinctiveness of a display

required for operation is raised, and it can display, without affecting the display of the image

data than to which greater importance is attached to reproducibility, and is effective in the

ability to shorten the whole processing time.

[0062]According to this invention, an indicative-data classification sorting means inputs the

indicative data expressed by the description language. The indicative data of the user interface

portion for displaying a label and a button on the screen of a colored presentation panel, By

classifying with the indicative data which carries out convert colors, and classifying the

indicative data of the image data portion for displaying a photograph etc. on the screen of a

colored presentation panel with the indicative data which does not carry out convert colors,

The distinctiveness of a display required for operation is raised and it is effective in the ability

to display without affecting the display of the image data than to which greater importance is

attached to reproducibility.

[0063]According to this invention, an indicative-data classification sorting means by whether

the descriptive content of an indicative data is referring to the external file. By classifying the

inputted indicative data into the indicative data of an image data portion, or the indicative data

of a user interface portion, the distinctiveness of a display required for operation is raised and it

is effective in the ability to display without affecting the display of the image data than to which

greater importance is attached to reproducibility.

[0064]According to this invention, an indicative-data classification sorting means according to

the form of the external file referred to. By classifying the inputted indicative data into the

indicative data of an image data portion, or the indicative data of a user interface portion, the
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distinctiveness of a display required for operation is raised and it is effective in the ability to

display without affecting the display of the image data than to which greater importance is

attached to reproducibility.

[0065]According to this invention, an indicative-data classification sorting means with the color

number which the external file referred to is using. By classifying the inputted indicative data

into the indicative data of an image data portion, or the indicative data of a user interface

portion, the distinctiveness of a display required for operation is raised and it is effective in the

ability to display without affecting the display of the image data than to which greater

importance is attached to reproducibility.

[0066]According to this invention, by classifying into the indicative data which does not carry

out convert colors when an indicative-data classification sorting means has external

illuminance darker than default value, and the indicative data which carries out convert colors,

an unnecessary color conversion process is not performed but it is effective in the ability to

shorten processing time.

[0067]According to this invention, an indicative data in the indicative data which carries out

convert colors to the 1st step that is inputted and is classified into the indicative data which

does not carry out convert colors, and the indicative data which carries out convert colors, The

2nd step that changes the foreground color which a user with visual disturbance cannot

identify easily into the foreground color which is easy to identify, and outputs a convert-colors

finishing indicative data, By having compounded the indicative data which does not carry out

[ above-mentioned ] convert colors, and the above-mentioned convert-colors finishing

indicative data, and having had the 3rd step changed into video presentation data, and the 4th

step that displays on a screen the video presentation data which changed [ above-mentioned ],

The distinctiveness of a display required for operation is raised, and it can display, without

affecting the display of the image data than to which greater importance is attached to

reproducibility, and is effective in the ability to shorten the whole processing time.

[0068]According to this invention, when external illuminance is darker than default value, by

performing the 1st step, an unnecessary color conversion process is not performed but it is

effective In the ability to shorten processing time.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] lt is a block diagram showing the composition of the display system by this

embodiment of the invention 1.

[Drawing 2] lt is a figure showing the example of the composition of the indicative data

expressed by a description language in this embodiment of the invention 1

.

[Drawing 31lt is a figure showing the example which displayed the indicative data on the

colored presentation panel in this embodiment of the invention 1.

[Drawing 4] lt is a figure showing the bill of material by this embodiment of the invention 1

.

[Drawing 5] lt is a flow chart which shows the classification of an indicative data and the

processing of convert colors by this embodiment of the invention 1

.

[Drawing 6] lt is a flow chart which shows the classification of an indicative data and the

processing of convert colors by this embodiment of the invention 2.

[Drawing 7] lt is a block diagram showing the composition of the display system by this

embodiment of the invention 3.

[Drawing 8] lt is a figure showing the bill of material by this embodiment of the invention 3.

[Drawing 9] lt is a flow chart which shows the classification of an indicative data and the

processing of convert colors by this embodiment of the invention 3.

[Drawing 10] It is a block diagram showing the composition of the conventional display system.

[Description of Notations]

1 An indicative-data classification classification part, 2 color data conversion, and 3 A convert-

colors part, 4 indicative-data synchronizer, 5 colored-presentation panel and 6 A camera, 11

indicative datas, and 12 The indicative data which does not carry out convert colors, The

indicative data and 14 which carry out 13 convert colors The label text and 32 which were

displayed The photograph and 33 which were displayed A convert-colors finishing indicative

data. 15 video presentation data. 21 label indication data, and 22 [ A photograph indicative
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data, 23 button display data, and 31 ] [ Displayed button. ]

[Translation done.]
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<html>
<head>
<nieta httDneQiilv-"Cciintent-'IVpe" coiritent-'text/html;charBet-K-^ls'>

<tttle>Color UI Sample</tltle>
</head>

<body bgcola!r-"#FFFFFF'>

<fonn method-"POST>
2^

^ — ^^ji^^^t'^^
I <p a]lgn-'*center**>pt yii--i^^^7fi</p> t (a—lf-f >^
^ --- - 7x-Xtt5^)

22

i^<p aHgn-'centerxinw Bn:-"Cok3itplctJpg" wldth-^ZOO" helBht^l5<r></p>j "^(25^^^^^)
23

f<p all«ii-"center"XInput type-"biitton" name-"Bl" va)ue-''OK'> ^ ^f^J^T^S
\ <Iiii)ut t3T3e-l3utton" iiame-"B2" value-"Cancel"></i>> J :7a:—:J^flP^)

</f(Orm>
</body>
</htral>
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